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Primary purpose of a company’s enterprise resource planning (ERP) system is to automate
business processes in order to make the business more efficient. In order to get the benefits
of ERP systems, businesses also need to integrate their ERP system with their other
enterprise systems which can be often difficult.
The impact of these systems is evident. ERP systems are generally used by organizations
looking to manage their business functions within a centralized and integrated system.
However, an ERP System (e.g. SAP) can be utilized by a number of different manners
including tax reporting. Thus, ERP system could be used to manage tax function and this
functionality of ERP system should be also considered by any multinational organization.
Why do Companies need ERP Integration of Tax Technology Solution
The centralized database is an integral part of what makes an ERP system unique. With this
database, it provides your company with a single source of data and allows you to effectively
run the tax function. This reduces most of the errors brought on by working with the incorrect
data, further reducing costs.
Imagine that you are the CFO of a multinational group, you need to make current tax
decisions based on financial data from various countries. Is not it difficult task? In order to
protect your business, you have to also be in control of your global financial and data.
Imagine again that you collect all tax data from your own ERP system.
Typically, businesses purchase and deploy ERP system but do not integrate it with tax
reporting. Applying an integrated CRM functionality to your tax reporting system will ensure
both systems share one database; meaning your tax function is fully integrated with your
business.
Not only does this provide you with a better insight into your tax obligations, it can also help
you to determine where there is potential for tax risks. Consistent tax data gives you better
analytics and reporting, so you can track changes in the countries where your group
companies operate.
Without a fully integrated ERP system with your tax technology, your country company run
the risk of becoming less efficient, meaning your group may pay the price.
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A fully integrated tax technology with ERP solution will provide your tax people with access to
important tax information in real-time. With the push of a button, they can retrieve requested
information on tax numbers, transfer prices, CbCR data, intra-group services allocations etc.
These all show ERP integration of tax technology solution makes your tax works much easier
and smooth.
Easy to make tax analytics and reporting through ERP system
A central database of information also aids in improving your tax analytics and reporting.
Since an ERP records and stores all the tax data users input, it makes for an excellent
business intelligence tool for your daily tax tasks in your organisation. ERP system makes it
easier and faster for your tax team to generate various tax-oriented reports.

Integration of Tinvento with ERP Systems
Companies generally collect data manually and try to convert it into smart way in long-lasting
process. Tinvento Platform does this on behalf of you. You can avoid excel-based data
collection and analysis from a large number of companies and countries and automate all
data collection and conversion process with a simple click. Tinvento Platform saves your time
and effort by making possible all process automated.
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Tinvento Platform can be integrated with your ERP system (e.g. SAP) on a project basis. We
develop new features to make Tinvento Platform to fully comply with your own system. This
means Tinvento Platform has no borders to make your business more efficient.
Tinvento Standard is suited to those companies that don't want to integrate their ERP system
with our solution but want to benefit from the standard features of Tinvento Platform.
Companies also can prefer Tinvento Advanced which is suited to those companies that want
to integrate their ERP system with our solution including standard features of Tinvento
Platform.
As Tinvento is integrated with your own ERP systems, it can provide customizable
dashboards so your tax executives can see tax reports when they log into the system. The
ability to have access to these tax reports quickly enables you and your tax team to make
decisions more quickly. You no longer need to rely on your staff from other countries to
generate tax reports that you need.
If you choose Tinvento solutions, your ERP system can automate your most tedious tax
tasks. This frees up your tax team members’ time to do more efficient work. With the
integration of Tinvento with your ERP Systems, your tax work productivity, efficiency and
profitability will certainly increase.
As Tinvento, we provide design and implementation support to help your businesses
integrate tax requirements into their ERP systems to improve control over tax data, manage
potential risks, and enhance efficiency of business processes.
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